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This is my dance story. I started dance in the freestyle venues around Hamilton and Burlington in
my early 20's. Throughout the early 1970's freestyle dance (no body touching anywhere until the
slow songs came on), was the only option for the singles crowd who had not been introduce to
the Ballroom or Country Western styles of dance. I had been introduced to the Country Western
style of dance by my parents but, felt that this was not right for me. 

Some dances venues would not put slow songs on until midnight and that was frustrating.
‘Feathers’ on Young St. in Hamilton was one of those. In 1976 I had the occasion to holiday in
Bermuda and found the Lead-and-Follow Disco style there which had been imported from Europe
and the Carribean  but, had not reached Canada, at least in the Hamilton area anyway. 

On returning home I brought this dance form back with me and used it in various dance venues,
Feathers on Young St., the Sheraton on King St., among others, and in various Burlington
restaurants, the Ticker Tape, Jake’s Boathouse, Dakotas, Sonoma Valley, Club 54 (still going
after all theses years) etc., as well as various singles dances of the day. Most all of those venues
have been closed, sold, changed, renamed etc.

In the 1970's and 80's I had already begun laying the foundation for a Wellness program but, had
not yet considered dance as a viable inclusion. I have added dance as one of the five Workshop
Divisions of Wellness Risk Management Program because it is a great form of exercise.

Going back in time now, one day out of the blue in the 1990's I woke up and just decided to learn
the more formal Lead-and-Follow Ballroom dancing. I was at a freestyle social dance at the
Dakota Restaurant in Burlington (still there under a different name now), and overheard a group
of ladies talking about dance lessons at the Mohawk Ballroom Dance Club. The lessons would
start at the Germania Club on King Street in Hamilton and I asked if I could join in. They said
sure and thus, East Coast Swing Dance was the first dance I learned. One other lady and myself
were the only ones of the eight or nine dance students who took all the six lessons.

One of the ladies had three weddings coming up and asked me to go with her to take some formal
lessons in all the Ballroom dances so as to be able to dance at the weddings. After those lessons
the dance lesson bug struck me. The wedding dances went well for us but, we were the only ones
dancing and thus, had an open floor to practice. Everyone thought we were pretty good. Little did
they know I was just learning. LOL But, compared to them I was pretty good even as a beginner.

More of the formal dance lessons ensued, Ballroom with Sheri Gay at Dance Line Studios in East
Hamilton for Ballroom and Salsa, Mohawk College Ballroom Dance Club for Ballroom and Mark
and Maria Jawchinski for Salsa, Bachata etc. (Not sure on the spelling of his last name but that is
how it is pronounced.)
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Some private lessons in International Rumba and Waltz were also in the mix as well as an
introduction to West Coast Swing at the Mohawk Ballroom dance club in the Germania Club
venue. As I got better and better in the Lead-and-Follow style I still danced the Freestyle on
occasion but, that became less and less, and now I don't dance freestyle at all. I took 8 lessons in
Waltz, eight in Rumba, eight in Tango and was told these were International American style
whatever that was.

In May of 2003 I built my dance web site and in March 2004 a former girlfriend called me up and
asked me if I would drive with her to the Boston Tea Party in March 2004 and take a room with
her for four days of Lindy Hop and West Coast Swing lessons. As Boston was a 9 hour drive
from Stoney Creek, we needed a week. Well, it was mind boggling with much to learn. I was first
introduced to Angel Figeroa and his wife Maria in West Coast Swing and bought several of his
CD lessons. Took Lindy Hop lessons there too. Had a great time.

I took many lessons over the years, Julie Epplett several times from 2003 and onward, and with
Mary Adams several times 2003 - 2004. In Boston at the 4 day conference in March 2004, there I
saw Julie Epplett, and I said fancy meeting you here and asked her what lessons she was taking.
She looked at me with this funny look and said she was teaching. Oh, cool, sorry about my
ignorance. LOL I took some of her lessons there too and they were awesome. That was March
2004. Then I learned about the Toronto Swing Dance Society. I had gone to the Argonaut
Rowing Club in Toronto on the Lakeshore just east of the Boulevard Club and had taken several
lessons there. Oh and the Boulevard club also had dances hosted by Peter who runs the Single
Professional Network still today. Ah yes,,,, and that brings back memories, memories of the
Montreal trip. Then fate stepped in and I met a lady who had no dance experience so my lessons
ended for a few years as I began teaching her what I knew. I enjoyed the teaching. Anyway.....

The Lead
I became a fairly strong lead from the Disco days after my Bermuda holiday in 1976, (never went
back, boring as hell) but, I did learn lead and follow freestyle there. Back home, the ladies all
wanted to learn this hand holding dance and so I obliged on the dance floor. Now in Ballroom I
was told to never teach on the floor. Ladies want to look good in Ballroom and so a Lead should
not lead moves beyond a Follower’s skill level. In those days I did not know how to determine a
Follower’s skill level as I was a beginner. Everybody was above me in dance skill. However,
ladies always wanted to know new steps. So, I learned that THE ETIQUETTE applies at formal
Ballroom venues and while at freestyle venues then you can teach everything. Thus, I did not
attend too many Ballroom events. 

Now, to be fair, the Lindy Hop culture is to learn on the dance floor. Same with the Toronto
Swing Dance Society. Just don’t do any aerials on the social dance floor. Aerials are when you
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take the Follower off her feet. That is a no-no.  You will get banned. There is a floor etiquette and
a dance etiquette, however, in every venue you are going to find people who do not know about
floor etiquette. 

Some places though, like at the 30 Up Club in Toronto, you do not teach on the floor as everyone
there is trying to look good rather than just dance, or so I see it. I have heard the same thing from
others on numerous times. I think this idea ‘don’t teach on the social dance floor’ may just be a
ploy to get people to take the lessons the venue offers. One has to be careful because dance
instructors will always lead you back to their lesson systems so they build a student following.

The Lead Move
The Lead move itself can be either light, heavy or non existent. One doesn’t want any of those.
What one wants is a Lead that is just right. Getting that Just-Right feeling in the hands and body
takes time and cooperation from the Follower. The Lead wants to lead the Follower’s BODY not
her hand. If a Lead moves a hand of the Follower and her hand moves but, her body does not,
then that is a problem for the Lead. It is called spaghetti arms. The Lead wants the hand
connected to the body so they both move together at exactly the same time. With practice that
‘Frame’ comes more and more easily. Leading means sending silent secret signals to the Follower.

The Follow
The Follower wants to be told where to dance to, how to turn, when to stop, when to back up,
when to go forward, when to spin, when to SPIRAL, which way to spin or spiral, when to break,
when to pause. Thus, a silent language must be built and that is what Lead-and-Follow dancers
develop as they progress in their skill levels. They talk to each other through silent, secret signals.
For instance, in the Ballroom Quick Step dance, the contra-body-motion is a silent, secret, signal
that a turn is coming next, and when no contra is lead then that is a signal that a lock-step is next.
Once you learn the language then things become easier. Then the instructor comes along who
does not teach the contra but some other signal and thus, your knowledge expands. One isn’t
necessarily right or wrong, just different. Competition though, has it’s rules. You will gain in
score if you do the Contra.

Social, Competitive, Showmanship
The three categories of dance are Social, Competitive, Showmanship. A simple routine might be
danced differently in each of those categories although it is essentially the same routine. Each of
the categories has different requirements for the same routine.

EVOLUTION
Dance evolves. In the next link is a Shag dance from Arthur Murray in 1937, a pretty vintage
video. If you want to know just who Arthur Murray was then watch the video of him teaching
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Shag. Again, again, again LOL. You are going to see some very nice moves still used today. That
BREAK as he calls it, is cool. So, you have to understand something about this Collegiate Shag
now. Lindy Hop came into being in the late 1920's and got its name in 1927. This video is vintage
1937 a full ten years post Lindbergh flight across the Atlantic. When you analyse his Basic step
and you count his toe touches behind the foot it is essentially East Coast Swing. In his Break
move you see it is ESSENTIALLY a modified Lindy Hop count Ballroom Style. Triple Step,
Step, and repeating it. He has just decided that he is not going to do it the Lindy Hop way but is
going to INVENT (evolve) his own way that he can call Ballroom Swing. Thus, he uses the
Quick, Quick, Slow, Slow vernacular. When paired one after the other it is just Triple Step,-Step,
repeated. He dances the Quick, Quick, Slow as a 1,2,3 then Steps to realign his feet, then repeats
it all. You could also count 123Pause,stepPause. Look at his age? The Lindy Hop was done by
the young people in his time and still is today as well. Arthur is teaching a BALLROOM Swing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RP7ikZDeM_4 

Shag is still danced today but a bit differently than Arthur Murray’s time. Here are more
contemporary Shag lessons. The Carolina Shag follows more the Blues type music and Rock and
Roll. Collegiate Shag and Carolina Shag are quite different so one needs to keep the names clear.
The internet is full of dance videos, however, practising on a dance floor is necessary. I have
taken many dance lessons and learned the steps then when I got onto the next dance floor I could
not remember the moves. This is a common phenomena. It takes time to blend in new moves to a
routine you already know.  Have a look at these Shag videos and do some searches yourself.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV7CGxfrJ7E 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBTxhdmfZUM To Rock and Roll

My New Evolution
In the Wellness Risk Management Workshop Program we are going to evolve dance further
by teaching the single steps, double steps and triple steps, and how they are combined in the
different dances. I am presently putting together the dance protocols for this program having
completed the clinical and the non-clinical, non-therapy portions of Wellness Risk Management
Program. I have learned some things about dance steps by paying attention to counting and
paying attention to how various dances are similar.

A dance that is taught Quick, Quick, Slow, Quick, Quick, Slow can also be counted 12345678
with the 4 and the 8 being the slows as in 123 pause, 567 pause. The Rumba, Club Step 2 and
Salsa are all like that. The body and feet however, move differently in each dance type and that is
what people need learn. Different dance instructors pick different counts that they think will help
the dance student learn more quickly. If it helps, say Travel, Travel, Step-pause (Club 2), then ok.
In Club 2 your body is travelling twice then is in-spot. Learning those travel moves helps get the
Club Step 2 cadence in your head. This Travel, Travel Count is my invention as some ladies asked
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me to show them the Club 2 Step and could not get it until I called that Travel, Travel section.
Once those two travels are learned, then the body positions are more easy to grasp. This is my
opinion of course and thus, we arrive at dance instruction philosophies.

Dance Philosophies
Ah, yes, how to teach dance? Arthur Murray and Fred Astaire schools (American) have their
viewpoint. International dance (British) has their school of thought, American Style has their
school of thought. Maybe it was just the rebellious nature of the Americans against the British
but, today we have these two separate styles and competitions are in one or the other vernacular.
The Latino people have their multiple schools of thought, Caribbean, Brazillian, Columbian etc.

Salsa started in Columbia in the 1700's from a mix or African and European music, and Cumbia
formed from which Salsa came. We still have both Cumbia and Salsa danced today. Then the
various swing dances came along in the later 1920's and they have their views on dance too.
Swing evolved into several forms. AND, to top it all off, when the dance floor is so crowded that
it is shoulder to shoulder, then Balboa comes into play, and when the floor opens up a bit then Bal
Swing comes into play. 

Balboa came from the Balboa Peninsula in California in around 1919 it is said due to overcrowded
dance floors. Balboas did not come from Lindy Hop although you will see it commonly danced on
the Lindy Hop dance floor when the music speed picks up. AND, Balboa can be fun too and is
just as intricate and complicated as all the other dances. My second wife and I took a Balboa three
day weekend workshop in Ottawa once when we Billeted with one of the other dance students in
the workshop. I have synced my dance I call Vic’s 123-Kick from this Balboa and the Columbian
Salsa which also has a little kick at the pauses. My squash friends used to make fun of me when I
did a little Balboa dance every time I won a “skunker game”. I was trying to lock in the Balboa
cadence to long term memory. When I would win a skunker against two opponents at the same
time then I would really let loose with the little dance. LOL

Swing
‘Swing’ is a musical term where the musicians skip a beat then SWING the music to catch up to
the beat. They created a NEW form of  music in the 1920's and called it swing music. Dancers
naturally took to it and called it Swing Dancing. That stuck. Thus, we have Lindy Hop, which
spawned West Coast Swing, East Coast Swing, Carolina Shag, Collegiate Shag, Boogie Woogie
and a lot of the other alternative swing dances one might find today. Dance is still evolving and it
looks like we will evolve it further. People gravitate to what is easy to learn and what feels good.
Then they get bored and want to move on to the more challenging dances. Thus, while people
may start at the social dance venues they often progress to International or the competition level
while some move into showmanship for the fun and challenge of it.
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The Measure of the Music
The music ‘measure’ is what is between the bar lines of written music. See picture below.
However, the terms Measure and Bar have come to be used interchangeably. Trying to find that 1
count in the bar, as the music is being played, does take some time to learn. Some instructors are
very particular on it and so teach the students to stand at the edge of the dance floor and just wait
until the next one comes along. And thus, we see statues on the international dance floor venue,
standing there frozen in time, arms up at shoulder height, until the ear hears what they have been
taught is the 1 count, which, of course, may be a different place in the music than some other
teacher teaches. Teachers are not all alike. If someone talks to them and they miss it then they will
continue to stand frozen arms out until they are ready. LOL They are usually standing in the
FAST outside lane of the dance floor too. LOL Other dance venues are not so anal-retentive shall
we say. See definition below at the * sign.

There is a very good song Called ‘Mammy Blue’ by Julio Iglesias on his Crazy CD (song number
3), which is a very good song to learn to count for a Rumba. The beats are clear and obvious and
easy to hear. I hate it when they play those waltzes with no discernable beat and the entire floor
has people doing something different with no one on any similar beat. As I am hard of hearing, I
can often not hear music beats on some parts of dance floors so I look to others to know. Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy from Company B is a good Charleston song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZlBb6kYVvY Showmanship here. See below for more.**

The Music Measure/Bar

https://www.dummies.com/art-center/music/piano/musical-punctuation-bar-lines-and-measures/

Music is written in 4 beat ‘measures’ sometimes called a bar of music that dancers dance to.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar_%28music%29 

But, dancers dance to 8 beats, Two Bars (Two Measures). One reason is because if a PAUSE is
put in after 3, then the feet start the next bar on the other foot. To get back to the foot that
started, one must progress through TWO bars. Musicians know this and so write music most
often for dancers in the Lead-and-Follow style. Freestylers don’t care about foot placement as
they have not delved into any of that. They just jump around any which way they can.  You really
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only need to learn music if you are going to get into the competitive or showmanship end of dance
or higher end dance. Social dancers only have to know the beat and be able to stick to it. 

Want to learn music? https://ourpastimes.com/how-to-count-bars-in-a-song-12323304.html
I have written some on music counting and you can find those notes on my dance web site.

*
Top 5 signs you are anal-retentive
Posted March 1, 2009 in Fun
https://www.mattcutts.com/blog/top-5-signs-you-are-anal-retentive/

1. You keep large redundant amounts of all your sundries such as laundry detergent so that
you never risk running out.

2. You don’t just sort the money in your wallet by $1, $5, $10, or $20, but also sort the bills
by wear-and-tear so that you get rid of the bills in the worst shape first.

3. You look up anal-retentive to see whether it needs a hyphen.
4. You don’t just keep a grocery list, you micro-optimize order of the items on the grocery

list so that you only make one pass through the grocery store.
5. After a power outage or when Daylight Savings Time starts or ends, you feel the need to

set all your clocks to the same minute and second.
6. It really irritates you when someone says a list has 5 items and you count six.

**
Here is a link with the Andrew sisters and the Lyrics below it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGnIiGszOSQ  You will note that you cannot dance East
Coast Swing to this music when it is so fast. Single step Jive maybe, but Charleston dance fits it
really well. You dance the basics either side by side or in standard closed position. The basic Tap
Step (no kicks) are done on the 1,3,5,7, counts. That is why it is easy to dance because it is
danced to every second count, 4 steps per bar, until the kicks come it that is. LOL. Then things
get more complex. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GnsNlYk8I4 Just the music.

And a modern version. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgyznDuRSlc 

In the Mood is also a good Charleston song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bR3K5uB-wMA 
https://sheetmusic-free.com/boogie-woogie-bugle-boy-sheet-music/ Notice the eight beats in a bar
that are mentioned in the song lyrics. See the pic below.
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Venues and Their Differences

The Song Tuxedo Junction https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB7_Q0hPmNs would be
danced as a Fox Trot by Ballroom people and as a Lindy Hop by swing dance people. It is a great
song to learn to dance to so, learn either, or both if that be your proclivity.

Here is In the Mood with some dancers dancing Lindy Hop, some  Charleston and some others
just doing their thing. Then a couple gets up down front and gives it their style. LOL They just
want to dance. Only the first half of this video is of interest to us up to about the 3 minute mark or
so.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs2HLxCI2nc

My dance venue page is at https://optimalhealthsecrets.com/lodshome.htm the first link in the
body of the page under the yellow sun.

Epilogue
And then my new project is going to be developing the Wellness Risk Management program
including the dance workshop program.

For my Dance Venue List see 
https://optimalhealthsecrets.com/dance/vics-dance-venue-list.pdf
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